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GÁBOR TÓTH 
Introduction 
In [10] A . LICHNEROWICZ proved that every compact oriented Riemannian 
manifold M with nonnegative generalized Ricci tensor is the total space of a fibre 
bundle with flat torus base space and with totally geodesic bundle projection. He 
also showed that the universal covering M of M splits isometrically as R*XM0 
where M0 is compact and satisfies the same curvature condition as M and R* is 
endowed with the flat metric. In [1] J . CHEEGER and D . GROMOLL proved that there 
is a finite covering & of M such that M is diffeomorphic to the product of a flat 
torus Tfc and an another compact manifold Mx. However, in many cases, Af does 
not split isometrically as T*XMx. 
These results can be obtained by the study of certain harmonic mappings and 
their relations with the isometry group of M. The subject of our present note is 
to generalize the theorems mentioned above to the case when there is no curvature 
assumption of M. In this way we obtain several results about the structure of com-
pact Riemannian manifolds and their covering spaces. 
The body of the paper is divided into two parts: 
In Part I we overview some properties of harmonic mappings and their rela-
tions with the isometry group. This part is essentially based on [10]. In Part II 
we study compact Riemannian manifolds in general and then we apply the obtained 
results to compact homogeneous Riemannian manifolds and compact Lie groups. 
All manifolds, mappings, bundles, etc. are supposed to be smooth, i.e. of class C°°, 
unless stated otherwise. 
The author thanks Prof. A. Lichnerowicz for the valuable discussions on the 
paper at the "Conference on invariant metrics, harmonic mappings and related 
topics" in Rome, 1981. 
Received May 13, 1980. 
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I. Harmonic mappings and their factorizations 
1. The notion of harmonic mappings. Let W ^ M be a vector bundle over a 
Riemannian manifold M and denote ^ [ r , ( M ) — M , r£N, the bundle of r-covectors 
of M. Further put 
A"{M, W) = Sec W and A\M, W) = Sec (^<8>^(M)) , r£N. 
The elements of A'(M, (V) are called r-forms on M with values in W. 
A covariant differentiation on the vector bundle W^-M is a linear mapping 
V: A°(M, W) — A1(M, fV) 
which satisfies the derivation rule 
V(/iw) = w®di.i+(iVw, 
w£A°(M, W) and ¡1 scalar on M. The operator V defines a covariant differentia-
tion 
ixoV = Vx: A°(M, W) - A°(M, W) 
for every vector field XdX(M) on M. It can be canonically extended to a covariant 
differentiation 
Vx: Ar(M, W) - Ar(M, W), r£N, 
by the rule 
Vx(w®/1) = + 
w£A°(M, W) and k£Ar(M). 
Now consider a fixed covariant differentiation V of the vector bundle W ^ M . 
The exterior differentiation of the vector bundle W-+M is a linear mapping 
d: Ar(M, W) — Ar+1(M,W), r = 0 or N, 
for which 
d(w®A) = (Vw)AA + w(g><tt 
holds, w£A°(M, W) and ).£Ar(M). 
Suppose that the bundle W^-M is Riemannian-connected, i.e. each of the 
fibres has a positive-definite inner product ( , ) and the covariant differentiation V 
preserves the metric on the fibres of W, i.e. 
W ' ) = ( Y X W , V / ) + (H>, V X W ' ) 
holds, iv, w'£A°(M, W) and X^X(M). This inner product can be extended to 
an inner product of the bundle W®&~lr](M)-~ M by 
(w®A, w'®X') = (w, w')(A, A'), 
w, w'£A°(M, W) and /., X'^A'(M). 
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Let M be compact and oriented and denote its volume element by i>€ A"(M), 
n=dim M. The global scalar product of <P, TdAT(M, W) is 
<4>, !P> = / (<£, 90». 
M 
Let 
d: Ar(M, W) Ar-\M, W), r£N, 
be the adjoint operator of d with respect to the global scalar product and put d=0 
if r~ 0. Finally let 
A = dod+dod: Ar{M,W) — Ar(M,fV), r = 0 or r£N, 
be the Laplace operator of the bundle W—M. An r-form <P on M with values in 
W is said to be harmonic if A$=0. 
An explicit formula for the operator d is 
d4> = - trace {{X, Y) - Vxoir3>} = - trace {(X, 7 ) - ixoVY<P}, 
$£Ar(M, W), cf. [14], Proposition (1.1). 
Now let M denote a compact and oriented Riemannian manifold and let M' 
be a complete Riemannian manifold. If / : M—M' is a mapping of class C 2 then 
let F—M be the vector bundle obtained by pulling back the tangent bundle 
T(M')^M' along f . Then the elements of A°(M, F) are canonically identified 
with the vector fields along / and the tangent map can be considered as a specific 
1-form on M with values in F. The covariant differentiation of M' canonically 
induces a covariant differentiation of the bundle F^-M. The metric tensor of M' 
determines a positive definite inner product on the fibres of F^-M and so the bundle 
F-+M becomes a Riemannian-connected bundle. The mapping / : M—M' is 
said to be harmonic if 4 ^ = 0 or equivalently if 0/*=0. (Cf. [4] and [10] § 18/c, 
p. 75.) 
2. The ideal It and the mapping / ([10] § 17 and § 19). Let M be a compact 
oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n with first Betti number p=b1(M). 
The metric tensor of M defines a module isomorphism y: £(M)-*A1(M). Let Gt 
be the maximal connected subgroup of the group of isometries of M. Then the 
Lie algebra Lt of G, can be identified with the Lie algebra of the infinitesimal iso-
metries of M. Then X£L- if and only if Vy(X)fA2(M). Denote by tf the linear 
space of harmonic 1-forms of M with dimension p. Every harmonic 1-form is 
invariant by Lt and hence ixa, XfLt and af^C, is a constant function on M. 
Let Ii = {X€Li\ixot=0 for every a^^f}. Then [L i,L;]c7 i and 7,-cL,- is an 
ideal such that L./7,- is commutative. If XfLx has a critical point on M then 
Xdh. 
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Consider the universal covering nM: M ^ M represented by the homotopy 
classes of curves starting from a base point m0£M and denote m0£M the class 
of null-homotopic loops. The mapping nM pulls back the metric tensor of M to 
a metric tensor of M. Let JP* be the dual space of JP endowed with the flat metric 
and define J M \ M - ^ f * by 
where n*Mfi=du. Let P c ^ f * be the image of H1(M; Z) under the de Rham 
isomorphism ^(M; R)—Jf*. Then P is a discrete subgroup of JC* of maximal 
rank. The canonical torus of Af is the quotient J3 (M ) = ffi *jP endowed with the 
flat metric. The mapping f M projects down to a harmonic mapping such that 
PM°#M=/MonM> where pM: Jf*-<-B(M) is the canonical projection. 
3. Factorization of harmonic mappings ([10] § 19). Let M and N be compact 
oriented Riemannian manifolds with base points m0£M and x0£N, resp. and 
let / : M-~N be a base point preserving map such that / * : A1(N)-^A1(M) sends 
harmonic 1-forms of N to harmonic 1-forms of M. Denote the dual map of the 
restriction o f / * to f f N by the same symbol / * : The base point preserving 
map / can be lifted to a map / : Jdf—N. By the Stokes' theorem fNof=f*o 
holds. Each face of the cube in Figure 1 commutes, where / * : ¿ t f ^ ^ N is projected 
to an affine map B ( f ) : B(M)-*B(N). The bottom face also commutes. Especially, 
if M=N and / : M—M is an isometry then / induces an affine transformation 
of B(M). 
Let be the class of compact Riemannian manifolds such that M belongs to 
IP if the quadratic form defined by the symmetric 2-tensor 
is positive semidefinite at every point of M, where X is some positive scalar on M 
and RF/S are the local components of the Ricci tensor. If N belongs to and 
«) = u(m)-u(m0), 
Figure 1 Figure 2 
CiJ = Ru-ViVJlogk •J 
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/ : M—TV is a harmonic mapping then / * sends harmonic 1-forms of N to har-
monic 1-forms of M. So,/defines an affine mapping B ( f ) : B(M)-*B(N) making 
the above diagram commutative. By local calculation it can be shown that if X£Li 
then ^ ( X ) defines a uniform vector field on M. Another definition of the ideal 
7; can be obtained in this way putting 7; = {X£ Lt (X)=0}. Denote GB the 
group of translations of B(M) and let LB be the Lie algebra of GB. There is a canon-
ical homomorphism 
A- Gi - GB 
satisfying #og=/i{g)o#, g£Gt. The kernel of ^ is a closed invariant sub-
group of Gi and the Lie algebra of the maximal connected subgroup (r ;)0 of rt 
i s / ; . Denote Z 0 cG; the maximal connected subgroup of the center of Gf. Then 
Z0 is a closed invariant subgroup of G; and its Lie algebra 3f is the center of Lt. 
The Lie algebra of the closed invariant subgroup Z 0 n(r ; ) 0 is the ideal 3¡n/j . 
Choose a base {Z1, ..., Z r ) of 3,07,- and let Zr+\ ..., ZF+qe3,- be such that 
{Z1, ..., Zr+q} is a base of 3;. Let || • || be a norm on the vector space 3f. Then there 
exists e>0 such that if X1, ..., X r+4€3, with \\XJ-ZJ\\<e, ..., r+q, then 
{Xx, ..., A"'+'1} is also a base of 3f. There exist vectors V1, ..., F?€3,- with 
| |Z r + J -K J | | <8 such that exp (RKJ')cZ0 is closed in Z0 (j=l q), cf. [2], 
Ch. XIX, Sec. 10, p. 188. Then {Z1, ..., Z r , V\ ..., V9} is a base of 3f. Let P ^ L f 
be the linear subspace spanned by the vectors VJ, j= 1, ...,q. By i '1c3 i , the 
linear subspace Pt is an ideal of Lh Furthermore Pi H 7; = {0} and 7> i+/ i=i, i 
hold. Let Qt^zGi be the connected subgroup which corresponds to the Lie algebra 
P;. By 7>iC3i, it follows that Qt<zZ0, i.e. Qt is a central subgroup of Gt. Define q 
Q'i~ n e xP (RJ7J)- Then 2 - e g ; and Q\ is a closed subgroup of Gt. Because j=1 
dim 2 ; =dim Q[=q it follows that Q\ is relatively open in Qi and hence Qi=Q'r 
Especially we obtain that is a closed central subgroup. It is easy to see 
that G ~ ^¡(r^o holds. The Lie algebra of the closed subgroup Hi=Q t f \T, is 
trivial and hence Ht is a finite central subgroup of G ;. 
II. Compact oriented Riemannian manifolds as total spaces of fibre bundles 
4. The general case. Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and 
choose a toroidal subgroup QiCGt as in §3. The subgroup //, is the kernel of 
the homomorphism/=/ f12,-: GB and if we put HB=im/ then Qi~*HB 
is a local isomorphism of compact groups. If n£M and y£B(M) then denote 
6(n) and 9(y) the orbit of the action of Qt and HB through the point nfM and 
y£B(M), respectively. There is a strong relation between the action of Qi on M 
and the action of HB on B(M) as follows:. 
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Theorem 1. The mapping M-*B(M) is equivariant with respect to the 
epimorphism J\ Qi-*HB. For every m0£M the restriction f\0(/w„): d(m^)-*9(ef(m0)) 
is a finite covering with multiplicity equal to the index of the isotropy subgroup 
(Ci)m0<=#f in ^e group H^ 
Proof . By the equation / o g = / ( g ) o / g^Qi, it follows that f is equi-
variant with respect to f . Let m0£M be fixed and show that d (m0) — 
—9O>0), yQ=/(jn0), is a covering. Because / : Qi-~HB is an epimorphism, 
/ | 0 ( m o ) : 6(m0)-*9(y0) is surjective. Let ydflCjo) be fixed and find a neighbourhood 
VB of y in S(jo) evenly covered by f\9(m0), cf. [13], Ch. 2. Sec. 1, p. 62. The sub-
group Hi is discrete in Qt and hence there exists an open and connected neigh-
bourhood U of e in Qi with (U-U'1) f\Hi={e). Putting UB=/(U) we obtain 
a difieomorphism J: U-+TJB. The action of HB on B(M) is free and hence VB= 
=• UB(y) is an open and connected neighbourhood of y in 3(j0) . Then 
(/|e(m«))-1(^a)=U{t/(iw)|»i€(/|e(»»0))-1(j')} and U(m)f)U(m')=& if m^m', 
m, m'€(,/|0(iWo))-1(j)- We obtain that VB is evenly covered by f\6(m^). Thus 
/\6(m0): 8(m0)-*9(y0) is a covering with multiplicity card ((J:\9(m0))~1(y))= 
=card (//,/(<2i)m0) which accomplishes the proof. 
Our next result is a generalization of a fibration theorem of A . LICHNEROWICZ 
in [10], §23, pp. 85. 
Theorem 2. Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and suppose 
that the rank of the mapping f is ^q=codim 7, at every point of M. Then there 
exists a harmonic fibration M—9 with q-dimensional fiat torus base space 9 and 
finite commutative structure group. Moreover, p = q holds. 
Proof . By Theorem 1, it follows that / is a mapping of constant rank q. 
Thus im f consists of a unique orbit of HB. Because HB is compact, 9 = im ¿fa 
czB(M) is a flat torus of dimension q and HB is its group of translations. Let 
i9: SczB(M) be the canonical embedding and l e t M — 3 be defined by f = 
Because / is harmonic and i3 is totally geodesic, it follows that / is a harmonic 
map, [4]. If y£9 then 1 (>0 is a closed submanifold of M. Let C/cg, and 
UB<zHB be open and connected neighbourhoods of the identity elements, respec-
tively, such that /\U: U-*UB is a difieomorphism. If y0£9 then VB=UB(y0) 
is an open and connected neighbourhood of y0 in 9. Define a map 
h: /~\VB) - VBx/~Hy0) 
as follows: 
If then J(m)=h(j0) is valid for some h£UB. There exists 
g£U such that g)=h. Define h(m)=(f(m), g~x(m)). Routine calculation 
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shows that h is a bundle map and thus M-+S is a locally trivial fibre bundle. 
It is easy to see that Ht is the structure group of this bundle, cf. [10], Ch. V, § 13, 
p. 64. By similar reasonings as in [10] we can prove that the fibres of 
are connected. By the very definition of I, it follows that p = q. Thus the theorem 
is proved. 
Now we turn our attention to the study of covering spaces of compact 
Riemannian manifolds. In [1] J . CHEEGER and D . GROMOLL showed that every 
compact Riemannian manifold of nonnegative Ricci curvature has a finite covering 
which splits as the product of a torus and of another manifold. Our analogous 
result is the following: 
Theorem 3. Let M be compact and oriented Riemannian manifold and suppose 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There is no exceptional orbit of the action Q, on M. 
(2) The rank of the mapping / is ^#=codim /,• at every point of M. 
Then there are finite isometric coverings n: and Q: M-~M2 such that 
Mj (7 = 1,2) is diffeomorphic with T q X M j , where Mj is a compact manifold. 
In diagram: 
T ' X M , % M i M - S - * M2 % T«XM2. 
Proof . By Theorem 1 every orbit of Qt on M is of highest dimension q. By 
(1) it follows that every orbit of Qt on M is principal, i.e. there exists a unique sub-
group KaH; such that (Qt)m = K holds for every m£M. By virtue of a theorem 
of [7], Kap. I, § 1.5, p. 6, we obtain a differentiable principal fibre bundle M-+ 
-*M/Qi with structure group Qt/K. Because K<zHt, a routine calculation shows 
that Q: M-*M\H% is a finite covering of multiplicity card (HJK). The space 
M/Hi can be endowed with a structure of Riemannian manifold so that Q: M^ 
-*M\Hi is a local isometry. 
Let be fixed and consider the fibre Then is invariant 
under the action of Ht and thus el^j, : is a finite covering. The inclu-
sions i: $FyCLM and //¡eg,- induce a canonical map k: J^Hi—M/Qi such that 
Jo i=Xo(g\^yg) holds. It is easy to prove that X is a diffeomorphism. The map 
f = ( f , J): M-*BX(M/Qi) is invariant under the action of 77,- on M and hence 
it can be factorized by Q yielding a diffeomorphism / : M[Hi-~9X(M/Qi). Putting 
M2=M/Hi and M2=MIQi we have 
M — M 2 % T « X M 2 
where Q is a finite covering. 
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Let я Q i X ^ - i - M be defined by n(g, m)=g(m), g£Qt and m^SF^. Then 
я is surjective and we show that я is a finite covering. Let m0£M be fixed and find 
a neighbourhood U of m0 evenly covered by я. Because e\&y0: ^ y ^ ^ y J H i a 
finite covering there exists an open and connected neighbourhood S of m0 in 
such that if s£S then #,(.?) nS={.s} holds. (S is a slice of the action of Q{ on 
M but we shall not use this fact later.) Choose a neighbourhood W of e in Qt with 
(W• W-^DH^ {e} and put U= We show that U is open in M. If WB= 
=/(W) then J\W: W—WB is a diffeomorphism and WB(y0) is an open neigh-
bourhood of y0 in 9. As in the proof of Theorem 2 there is a bundle map 
h: / " H ^ U b ^ W X ^ 
defined by h(m)=(/(m), m£f~1(WB(ya)), where W is the unique 
element for which <f(m)=Jr(g)(y0) holds. The composite of the mappings . 
( C X ^ » WBX^yo - W B { y / ^ Ш У О ) ) С M 
is n\WX&ryo and so я | W X ^ : Wx&'y^f~1(WB(>'0)) is a diffeomorphism. 
fVXS is open in WX&rya and thus U=n{WxS) is open in M. By a simple 
calculation we have n~1(U) = (J ( / r 1 W)Xh(S) and because я |ЖХ5: WXS^U 
лен, 
is a diffeomorphism we obtain that n\(h-1W)Xh(S): (A-1 W)Xh(S)-*U is also 
a diffeomorphism for every /г€# (. If h^h' then {h~iW)Xh{S)C[(h'~1W)X 
Xh'(S)=0 and so U is evenly covered by n. Thus я: 6fX^j,o—M is a finite 
covering. Putting M1=QiXSPya and M x = w e have 
T « x l j « M i M 
where я is a finite covering which accomplishes the proof. 
Example. Let G/H be a compact and oriented Riemannian homogeneous 
space, i.e. G is a compact Lie group, Я с С is a closed subgroup and the metric 
tensor of the oriented manifold G/H is induced by a biinvariant metric of G. Then 
the sectional curvature of GIH is nonnegative for every tangent plane and thus, 
by [10], Ch. VII. §23, p. 84, the rank of / : G/H—B(G/H) is maximal at every 
point of G/H and / is surjective. We have HB=GB and hence / : Qt—GB is 
a local isomorphism. Because G{ acts transitively on G/H and # f is a central 
subgroup, it follows that every isotropy group of the action of Qt on G/H is trivial. 
We obtain that Theorem 3 can be applied to G/H=M. 
3. Applications for Lie groups. In this section every compact Lie group is con-
sidered with a biinvariant metric and with the torsionfree connection. Then every 
compact Lie group belongs to 
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Theorem 4. If G is a compact Lie group then G—B{G) is an epimor-
phism. 
Fi r s t proof . If G=T is a torus then B(T) = T and / r = i d r hold and 
the statement is obviously valid. If G = S is a compact semisimple Lie group 
then its universal covering group S is compact and hence the canonical epimorphism 
n s : S->-S is a harmonic map. By § 3 
fsoTzs = B(ns)o/s 
holds. The mappings ns, and are surjective and so B(ns) is also a surjective 
map. Thus 0=b1(§)=dim£(,?)sdim B(S)=b1(S) and we obtain that B(S) is 
a one-point space and is a constant map. So our statement holds if G is a semi-
simple Lie group. 
T x g 
In the general case G=———, where T is a torus S is a semisimple Lie group 
and DcTXS is a discrete invariant subgroup. By Kiinneth's formula b1(TXS) = 
= ^ 0 0 + M S ) holds, i.e. B(TXS)=B(T)X.B(S). It is easy to see that the har-
monic map TXS-+B(T)XB(S) is universal among the harmonic maps 
from TxS into torus and thus / r x s = / r X / s . Hence fTXS is an epimorphism. 
Consider the commutative cube in Figure 2, where 
•denotes the canonical epimorphism. / r x S is an epimorphism and so y T x S is also 
an epimorphism. ilD is an isomorphism and hence / e = 4 0 / r x s ° ^ d 1 i s a n ePi" 
morphism. Thus G-*B(G) is also an epimorphism which accomplishes the 
proof. 
Second proof . Consider the universal covering nG: G--G represented by 
the homotopy classes of curves in G starting from G. We have p G o / = / o n c , 
where pG: 3#G —B(G) is the canonical projection. J is a totally geodesic map 
and hence it commutes with the exponential mapping, i.e. J o exp=exp o and 
J(e~)=0, where e£G is the identity element. Denote g and 1) the Lie algebra of 
G and B(G), respectively. Because J^ sends infinitesimal isometries to parallel 
vector fields, g-<-I) is a Lie algebra homomorphism, where we used the identi-
fications TS(G)=Q and r 0C?O={). G is simply connected and so, [6], Ch. IV, 
Sec. 3, Th. 3.1, pp. 54, there exists a Lie group homomorphism h\ G — f o r 
which h t i = h o l d s , h commutes with the exponential mapping and hence 
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h. So J is a homomorphism. By the previous diagram # is a homomorphism, 
which accomplishes the proof. 
Remark . Denote the kernel of the epimorphism G—.8(G) by N. Then 
N is a compact invariant subgroup of G, G/N^B(G) and G-*GjH is the 
quotient map. 
Coro l l a ry 1. Let G be a compact Lie group and denote by P: GXG —G and 
A: B(G)XB(G)—B(G) the product and the addition operation respectively. Then 
fGoP = Ao(fGx/G) 
holds. Moreover, by the identification B(GXG)=B(G)XB(G), B(P) = A is valid, 
where B(P) is defined in § 3. 
Let M be compact, oriented and let M', M" be arbitrary Riemannian mani-
folds. Further let g: M'—M" be a map. A mapping / : M—M' is said to be 
g-harmonic if g j f(df^)=0 is valid. 
Theorem 5. Let M be a compact, oriented Riemannian manifold and let G 
be a compact Lie group. Then every C2-mapping /0: M—G is homotopic to a 
harmonic mapping fx'. M—G. Moreover, there exists a homomorphism 
B(fJ: B(M)~B(G) for which fGofx=B(fx)ofM holds. If [M; G] denotes the 
group of homotopy classes from M to G then 
B: [M-, G] - Horn (B(M), B(G)) 
is a homomorphism. 
Proof . By Theorem 4 $G\ G—B{G) is an epimorphism. Denote the kernel 
of by N. Then G/N^B(G) holds. Using this identification we may consider 
G-*GjN as a principal bundle. Let f be a left-invariant connection on this 
principal bundle. Now let f0: M—G be an arbitrary C2-mapping and consider 
the C2-mapping / 6 o / 0 : M-*B(G). According to a result of [14] there exists a 
vector field v. M^ T(B(G)) along / G o / „ for which exp B ( G W: M-+B(G) is 
a harmonic mapping. Now we define a vector field u: M—T(G) along /„ as fol-
lows: 
If m£M then let umd7^(m)(G) be a /"-horizontal vector for which 
is valid. Furthermore, let f,=expG(tu), O ^ i ^ l . 
Because / c : G~B{G) is totally geodesic, [4], (Sc)*°d(fJ*=d(SG°fi)* holds. 
So, in order to prove that the mapping fx\ M-+G is </c-harmonic it is enough to 
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show that exp ' o i > = o f is valid. If tn£_M then. 
A ( / l W ) = / g (eXP/0<m) " J = eXP/oG(/„(m))(^)+/0(m)"m) = eXP/G(/0(m»vm 
holds, i.e./i is a ^-harmonic mapping and it is obviously homotopic to /„. 
Because JGo fx: M—B(G) is a harmonic mapping there exists an affine mapping 
B(fJ : B(M) - B(G) 
such that fG ofl=£(fJ)o holds. After performing a suitable translation we 
may suppose that B( f^) is a homomorphism. 
Now let f0,h0: M-*G be homotopic C2-mappings and construct f , hx: M~*G 
in the above manner. Then # G o f x and o hy are homotopic harmonic mappings 
and hence, [14], they can be obtained from each other by suitable translations. So 
B(f1) = B(h1) is valid. Every continuous mapping is homotopic to a C2-mapping 
and therefore 
B: [M; G] - Hom(fi(M), B(G)) 
is well-defined. We have to prove that B is a homomorphism. Let /„, h0: M-»G 
be C2-mappings and construct the yG-harmonic mappings fx, hx: M-*G. We state 
that fx • hx: M—G is also a ^ -harmonic mapping. Indeed, fc,°(A' h\)=fc ° / i + 
and hence is a harmonic mapping and = 
is valid. So 
B(A • hx)o/M = /co{/, • K) = Ao/^Aofc, = 
= Bifjofn+Bihdofu = ( ^ ( / J + B ^ O / M 
holds. B ( f - l h ) is uniquely determined and hence B^f^- h1) = B(f1)+B(h1) is 
valid which accomplishes the proof. 
The following lemma is a special case of a theorem of H. C. WANG [8], Ch. VI. 
Sec. 4, Theorem 4.6, p. 248. Here we present a direct proof for this special case. 
Lemma. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then every parallel vector field on G 
is left-invariant. 
Proof . Let L1czLl be the ideal of the parallel vector fields of G. If X£L1 
then denote X the extension of Xe£Te(G) to left-invariant vector fields. Then 
Y—X—^fLi is an infinitesimal isometry and Ye=0. Thus F€/ ; , i.e. Y is tangent 
to the fibres of the fibration f : G—B(G). On the other hand the fibres of the 
epimorphism c/: G-+B(G) can be identified with the left-cosets of 7V=ker ^ and, 
for every g£G, (Lg)MTe(N)—Tg(gN) holds, where Lg denotes the left translation 
of G with G. The vector field X is orthogonal to gN's, [10]. So Y is orthogonal 
to the fibres of the fibration , / : G-~B(G), i.e. 7 = 0 identically on G. Hence 
X=X and so X is left-invariant. 
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Denote by g the Lie algebra of G and let 3 be its center. By the previous lemma 
LjCg. If X£Li and F6g then [X, Y]= -[Y, X]= ~VrX=0, i.e. 1 ^ 3 is also 
valid. Conversely, let and consider an infinitesimal isometry FgZ,, on G. 
Then Y= 2 n=d im G and XJ£q,j=l, . . . ,«, and thus VYX= j? fiiVxtX= j=1 
2 HjlxJ>x] =0, and so VX=0. We obtain that 3. Thus P i = L x = 3 j=1 
can be chosen. If g£Q{ then there exists X£Pt with exp G 'X=g . Because X^LxCZ g 
we have expG Ar(x)=g(x), x£G, and hence the isometry g is identical with a left-
translation Ls for some g£G. Thus the inclusion L^czg defines an inclusion QiCiG 
by g>--g, g£Gi and g=Lg. If g^Qi then g commutes with the isometries of G 
and thus L3 commutes with the left translations of G. We obtain that QtciZ where 
Z denotes the maximal connected subgroup of the center of G. But dim Q~ 
=dim jP—dim 3=dim Z and so Qi=Z. By Theorem 4, G—B(G) is an epi-
morphism. Denote Na G the kernel of / . In the proof of Theorem 3 we obtain 
that n: QiX^—M is a finite covering, where n(g, m)=g(m), gdQt, w g ^ . In 
our case G=M, e=y0, and Q{ is the center of G. Thus 
n: QiXN - M 
is an epimorphism with discrete kernel. Because QlC\N= Qi(e) H is finite we 
obtain that N contains finitely many elements of the center Z and hence N is semi-
simple. In this way we obtain the following classical result: 
TxN 
T h e o r e m 6. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then G=———, where T is 
a toroid, N is a compact semisimple Lie group and D is a finite central subgroup of 
TXN. 
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